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GEORGE ELIOT BIRTHDAY LUNCHEON, 24 NOVEMBER 2002 
THE TOAST TO THE IMMORTAL MEMORY 
By Andrew Davies, who adapted Daniel Deronda for BBC TV 
In November 2002, 'my' adaptation of Daniel Deronda finally reached the screen, on BBCl. 
The production had been anticipated for years, and many people must have wondered what 
made it take so long. 
Middlemarch, in 1994, had been a great labour of love for all involved in the production, and 
was received so well that it's not an exaggeration to say that it revived the reputation of the 
Classic Serial, and the then sagging reputation of the BBC itself. I was keen to adapt more 
George Eliot, and the BBC were favourably inclined. 
I had, shamefully, never read Daniel Deronda, so I took it on holiday with me to the 
Seychelles, and read it on the beaches there, a slightly surreal experience. But I was utterly 
gripped by it - so different from Middlemarch. There was no attempt to portray a whole 
society - Daniel Deronda brilliantly illuminates particular small groups, and the concentrated, 
almost operatic intensity of the relationships, made me eager to put the story on to the screen. 
The women, in particular, fascinated me: Gwendolen, Mirah, and the Princess; three very 
different ways of being a woman. The whole book seemed to me to be possessed by a soaring 
passionate female voice, and one of the first things I thought was that the title music should 
not be orchestral, but a solo female voice (one idea that survived all the way through all the 
scripts to the final production). 
Another thing that struck me was how boldly filmic the whole thing is. The book is full of 
great 'movie moments': the highly dramatic start, in which Daniel meets Gwendolen's eyes 
across the crowded casino; Mirah's attempted suicide and rescue (I could see her agonisingly 
slow descent into the water, buoyed up by her voluminous skirt); the Archery Picnic; the 
Whispering Stones; and perhaps most dramatic of all, Grandcourt's drowning. 
Many critics (most famously F. R. Leavis) have maintained that the Gwendolen/Grandcourt 
story is vastly superior to Daniel's own; but I wanted Daniel's search for identity, which is 
inextricably linked to his search for love, to be at the centre of the dramatization. 
I wrote a very short treatment, and Michael Wearing, then Head of Serials at the BBC, 
commissioned me to write the script, with Louis Marks as producer (Louis and I had worked 
together on Middlemarch.) Everything went ahead quite smoothly. The plan was to tell the 
story in two ninety minute episodes; and I wrote a first draft of 192 pages. (The secret is to use 
a layout that gives you one page per minute, then it's relatively easy to time scripts.) 
It was at this point that we were sidetracked. Renaissance Films, who had produced most of 
Kenneth Branagh 's early films, were interested in a cinema version of Deronda, and invited 
us to go into partnership with them. And twelve script drafts and five years later, we were still 
no nearer production. Why not? Well, the cinema is a business. Real money has to be raised 
to shoot a film and publicize it, and real people have to come out of their houses and pay real 
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money at the box office, or you're in trouble. The investors want safeguards (there are no real 
safeguards) such as bankable stars (no star can make a bad film good) a 'name' director, a 
'high-concept story' (don't ask). When some of these elements were not forthcoming, attention 
switched back to the screenplay. Daniel should be less of a dreamer and more of a man of 
action (at one time I was persuaded to write a scene in which he punched Grandcourt on the 
chin). Mordecai for a time became a sort of freedom fighter. One very large French backer 
promised us a million dollars if Daniel had sex with Gwendolen (but even Renaissance Films 
drew the line at that). 
Eventually it became clear to me that our film was never going to happen, and that even if it 
did, it wouldn't be the film I wanted it to be. So I took the idea back to the BBC, where Jane 
Tranter was by then Head of Drama. She was delighted to have it back again, and so we began 
the long process of bringing the script back in line with Eliot's original novel. Louis Marks is 
a tremendous believer in 'when in doubt go back to the book', and I don't think even the purest 
of George Eliot purists will think we have taken undue liberties with her masterpiece. As to 
the direction and the casting, I can only say that I am very happy. And I hope very sincerely 
that my friends in the George Eliot Fellowship are happy too, 
Andrew Davies giving his Birthday Luncheon Address, 24 November 2002 
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